Outcomes After Repeat Transsphenoidal Surgery for Recurrent Cushing Disease: Updated.
Transspheniodal surgery (TSS) for Cushing disease (CD) is considered the first-line treatment; however, reported recurrence rates are high. To systemically review indications and outcomes for repeat TSS in recurrent CD. Retrospective review of patients undergoing TSS from 2008 to 2018 was performed. Patients undergoing repeat TSS for clinical and/or biochemically recurrent CD with follow-up at least 12 mo postoperatively were included. These data were analyzed in our "current cohort" and combined with our previously published data in a "combined cohort." The current cohort of patients undergoing operations from 2008 to 2018 with repeat surgery following a prior operation included 15 patients. Pathology at the time of first operation was positive for adrenocortiotrophic hormone (ACTH) adenoma in 13/15 (86.7%) and 9/15 (60%) had evidence of recurrence after a previous surgical procedure on preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Remission was achieved immediately postoperatively in 13/15 (86.7%). Over an average follow-up of 34.7 mo (range: 12-116), 11/15 (68.8%) achieved persistent remission. When combined with the historical cohort that underwent an operation during 1992-2006, 44/51 (86.3%) patients had a prior operation demonstrating ACTH adenoma and 35/51 (68.6%) had evidence of recurrent disease on preoperative MRI. Thirty-five (68.6%) patients went into remission immediately postoperatively. Thirty one (60.8%) had continued remission at most recent reported follow-up. Recurrent CD can be a therapeutic challenge; however, these data demonstrate that in many patients repeat surgery can be an effective and safe next step prior to radiation or medical therapy.